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2018 IHE-Europe Connectathon
• A week-long connectivity test marathon during which face-to-face testing of 
participating products’, is conducted using validators to show interoperability between 
systems following clinical workflows. Several thousand transactions are verified using 
both recognised test tools and peer tests.

• Vendors large and small ensure that systems interoperate in a controlled, supervised 
and neutral environment. They collaborate to solve issues and demonstrate competency 
with successful completions being registered in the Connectathon Results Matrix at the 
end of the Connectathon; all taking place under the watchful eye of IHE Monitors.
Read more >>>

IHE-Europe Symposium
• An annual symposium that takes place during the Connectathon Week attended by 
delegates including vendors, policy makers, users and experts in interoperability.

• This year’s theme focuses on “Getting the Basics Right, Key Success Factors in 
Interoperability”. The format, delivered by an international faculty, comprises key note 
presentations on Strategic Updates, Best Practices for Deployments, an open Panel 
Discussion with Q & A opportunities and includes VIP Tours of the Connectathon floor.
Read more >>>

mHealth Plugathon
• An opportunity for the Mobile apps development community, smart startups wanting 
to access the healthcare arena and established vendors looking to expand into mobile 
to test their apps with the APIs from vendors of health IT solutions.

• Likewise API developers can see if their APIs are attractive to the app developing world, 
see how standards-compliant their services are and improve them on the spot.

• Using existing IHE Profiles for mobiles, learning and enhancing knowledge through 
educational seminars and networking are all part of the Plugathon event.
Read more >>>

Projectathons
• Two Projectathons covering both European and regional projects testing end-to-end 
interoperability with a number of vendors – large and small – based on IHE Profiles and 
using health data exchange in real deployment scenarios.
       o The Swiss EPR solution - a national project of collaborative interoperability.
       o The German EFA - which links hospitals together with differing solution providers.

• Both Projectathons involve large and small vendors testing their solutions and working 
together to address any issues on the fly - thereby ensuring deployment in the field will be 
error-free.

• Minutes spent in this environment can lead to hours and days saved in field deployment.
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